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the most cited scholars in five international criminology ... - the five journals. influence was both
specialized, with some scholars having one or two highly cited seminal works, and versatile, with others having
many different works cited several times each. the most cited works of the most cited authors were on
developmental and life-course criminology and criminal careers. the most-cited scholars and works in
critical criminology* - most-cited scholars in the annual crime and justice: a review of research (volumes i to
17), and the 75 most-cited criminology/erirninal justice works in the social science citation index (ssci) from
1979 to 1993. most cited scholars in criminology and criminal justice ... - cited scholars in criminology
and criminal justice 1986 2010 pdf may not make exciting reading, but most cited scholars in criminology and
criminal justice 1986 2010 is packed with valuable instructions, information and warnings. we also have many
ebooks and user guide is also related policing: an international journal of police strategies ... - • the 16
most-cited scholars in 39 introductory criminology and criminal justice textbooks (wright, forthcoming). citation
studies have been criticized for a number of reasons. quinney, richard: social transformation and
peacemaking ... - impact, quinney ranked in 2000 among the top 10 most-cited scholars in criminology
(wright, 2000, p. 119). in 1984, he received the edwin h. sutherland award from a division of the american
society of criminology issue 2 ... - of the ten most cited scholars in five criminological journals were
working in developmental and life-course criminology, and claimed that this was because highly cited dlc
scholars were only highly cited because of citations from other highly cited dlc scholars. based on citation
analyses of criminology in 2011-15, david encyclopedia of criminological theory - sage companion encyclopedia of criminological theory left realism criminology contributors: walter s. dekeseredy ... schwartz,
and jock young are some of the most widely cited scholars in the field. historically, though, most of the
theoretical work on crime in impoverished inner-city ... critical criminology has contributed to a rich changes
in scholarly influence in major international ... - changes in scholarly influence in major international
criminology journals, 1986–2005 ... changes in scholarly inﬂuence in major international criminology journals,
1986–20051 ellen g. cohn ... most-cited scholars in 2001–2005 were julian v. roberts in cjc, robert j. richard
quinney’s the social reality of crime: a marked ... - of the american society of criminology (asc) in san
francisco featured a panel to discuss the legacy and continuing relevance of this pathbreaking book. 1 richard
quinney authored over 30 books and nearly 80 articles in his lifetime and recently ranked among the top 10
most-cited scholars in criminology (wozniak 2011, 223).
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